
p. 3-13

Approach 2: (profile likelihood-based method)

 Parameters:

 Likelihood:

 Profile likelihood:

(recall: the computation of the C.I. for λ in Box-Cox method)

The profile likelihood method is generally 

preferable for the same Hauck-Donner reason

Similar method can be generalized to construct 

confidence region of several parameters

 For a coefficient βi, its profile 

likelihood-based C.I. is

other βj’s, j≠i, set to the MLE when 

βi fixed (i.e., MLE as a function of βi)

p. 3-14

• Some notices about deviance when ni is small

Take the extreme case ni=1 (binary data). 

Then, yi = 0 or 1. For a model S (i.e., XSβS) under logit link, 

 Reading: Faraway (2006, 1st ed.), 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, Appendix A

For a DS to measure goodness-of-fit, it has to compare the fitted 

values to the data yi (cf., in linear model, we use 

to compare), but here we have only a function of

Other methods must be used to judge 

goodness-of-fit for binary data or the case 

of small ni’s [e.g., Hosmer-Lemeshow 

test, see Hosmer and Lemeshow (2013, 

3rd ed.), Applied Logistic Regression]
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• a comparison

Linear model Binomial 

GLMY=Xβ+ε Y∼N(Xβ, σ2I)
estimation of β
Goodness of fit

or Lack of fit

H0: S vs. 

H1:L\S

H0: βi=0

Confidence 

interval or

region

p. 3-16

Tolerance distribution

• Consider the following example:

Students answers k questions on a test

The jth student has an aptitude Tj, 

The distribution of Tj is called tolerance distribution, 
which arose from toxicity studies where the aptitude
would be replaced with the tolerance of the insects.

The ith question has a fixed difficulty xi

The jth student will get the ith answer correct only if Tj > xi
The probability that a randomly selected

student will get the ith answer wrong is:
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• F = Φ(η)  probit link

• F =  logit link

• F = (heavier tail)

 complementary log-log link

Odds

• Definition of odds ox

Sometimes, a better scale than probability to present chance

Express the payoffs for bets

 even bet: pay $1 for every $1 bet, odds=1  p=0.5

 3-1 against bet: pay $3 for every $1 bet, odds=1/3  p=0.25

 1-3 on bet: pay $1 for every $3 bet, odds=3  p=0.75

 ox = px/(1−px)  px= ox/(1+ox)

A mathematical advantage of odds: unbounded above and 

unbounded above & below after taking log.

p. 3-18

• odds and logit link

Consider the model

at two covariate values x=(x1, x2) and x’ =(x1+1, x2).

The coefficient β1 can be interpreted as: 

A unit increase in x1 with x2 held fixed

 increases the log-odds of successes by β1, or

 increases the odds of successes by a factor of exp(β1)

The usually interpretational difficulties regarding causation

apply as in standard regression

No such simple interpretation exists for other links, e.g.,
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• Odds ratio and relative risk

Suppose the probability of successes at x1 (say, in the presence

of some condition) is p1 and p2 at x2 (say, in its absence)

Prospective and retrospective sampling

• Data: 

 Relative risk = p1/p2

 Odds ratio = o1/o2

 Log odds ratio = log(o1/o2)

For rare outcomes, relative risk ≈ odds ratio, but for larger 

probabilities, they may be substantial differences

There is some debate over which is the more intuitive

way of expressing the effect of changing from x1 to x2.

Q: how is the data collected?

p. 3-20

• Sampling methods:

Prospective sampling: the covariates x are fixed and then the 

response z (or y) is observed, called cohort study.

Retrospective sampling: the response z (but not y) is fixed and 

then the covariates x are observed, called case-control study.

An infant respiratory disease example:

 Select a sample of newborn boy/girl whose parents had 

chosen a particular method of feeding, and then monitor

whether disease present or not present for their first year. 

 Find infants coming to a doctor with a respiratory 

disease in the first year and then record their sex and 

method of feeding; also obtain a sample of respiratory 

disease-free infants and record their information

(Note. It requires the ratio of inclusion probabilities in 

the study to be irrelevant to the covariate values)

 Q: which method is better?
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• Since the question of interest is how covariates affect response, 
prospective sampling seems to be required, but retrospective
sampling is cheaper, faster, and more efficient.

Dc (=0) D (=1)

Rc (=0) π0 0 (0.1) a π0 1 (0.6) a

Rc (=1) π1 0 (0.1) a π1 1 (0.2) a

Given Rc, log-odds for disease is log(π01/π00)

Given R, log-odds for disease is log(π11/π10)

The difference between the two log-odds is of interest (why?):

1000

1000

1000/7

1000/3

6000/7

2000/3

1000

500

500

1000

750

250

• An example

response z: disease present/not present – D/Dc

covariate x: risk factor present/not present – R/Rc

The two ratios π11/π01 and π10/π00 can 

be estimated in a retrospective manner.

p. 3-22• A retrospective sampling is as effective as a prospective one for 
estimating ∆ (provided (1) the probabilities of inclusion in D and in 
Dc are homogeneous and their ratio is irrelevant to covariates, and 
(2) data is reliable, e.g., no problems such as inaccurate or 
incomplete historical records; or unreliable memory of the subject)

• This manipulation is not possible for other links ever mentioned.

• Q: When can retrospective sampling work (under logit link)? 

Consider a scenario: a study with response Z and covariates X and 

zj: binary response of jth unit (e.g., disease present/not present)

Z=0 Z=1

1st covari-

ate class

( X1 )

2nd covari-

ate calss 

( X2 )

•••
•••

•••

kth covari-

ate class 

( Xk )

xj: covariate values of jth unit in the population

Ij: =1 if jth unit is included in the study, 0 if not

τj: =P(Ij=1)=prob. jth unit included in the study

assume that (i) for jth units in the cell of ith

covariate class with Z=0 or Z=1, respectively,

τj = P ( Ij=1 |Z=0, X=Xi ) = τi0 ;

τj = P ( Ij=1 |Z=1, X=Xi ) = τi1 , and

(ii) τi1/τi0’s irrelevant to (i.e., constant over) Xi’s
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